NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

AUTHORITY FOR EXPENDITURE

1926

1926

TELEGRAPH Dept. No. 1

Lake Superior Br. Main Line

District State Minn. V.B. No. 1

AUTHORITY IS REQUESTED FOR A NET EXPENDITURE OF $76.00

[Table showing various expenses and their totals]

[Handwritten notes and signatures]

INSTALL BALKITZ RECTIFIERS.

The dispatcher and message telephone circuits that extend from Duluth to St. Paul are operated from Duluth. Dry cells are now used for furnishing current for selector calling operations.

It is proposed to install two complete sets of BALKITZ chemical rectifiers to replace the dry cells for the purpose of furnishing current for selector calling operation.

[Continued on reverse side hereof]

Superintendent of Telegraph

Superintendent of Telegraph

Date: Jan. 11th, 1926

[Signatures and dates of approval]

COMPTROLLER'S RECORD OF NOTICE OF APPROVAL AND OF COMPLETION

Form No. 1348 issued: 19 Work begun: 19 Work finished: March 1926
The installation of this rectifier equipment will effect a saving in expense amounting to approximately $270.00 per annum and will also give more uniform and reliable operation than dry cells do.

Detailed statement of the costs is shown on the attached statement.

St. Paul, Minn.,
1-11-26,
CWF-03